It’s all about you!
The following information is needed to create the best possible art for your environment.

Style

Color

Size

Browse our
web-site
www.JPDesignArt.com
and click on
“gallery”

Samples of
 fabric
 paint chips
 tile
 photos of other
art in room
or any other items .

Maximum
of 4’ x 8’ per panel.

Presentation
Curved

Flat

For larger
installations
consider multiple
panels.

Your Vision
What kind of mood are you wanting? Calm? Playful?
What particular features do you like? Design? Coloration? Texture?

FINISH: Matte or Resin

How will it look in my location?
After we have received your start deposit we can provide
you with a digitally produced image of your environment with
our art.
We will need the following
additional information:
- Cut paper to desired size
and tape it to your wall.

“FALLING INTO CALM” 27” X 80”

- E-mail picture of the wall
and any other elements
useful for communication.
info@JPDesignArt.com

Pricing

Due to the nature of custom work, we need to discuss your details before discussing price.
Give us a call 610-405-8574 for a quote.

Payment

Please make checks payable to: JPDesign
10% Commitment Deposit allows us to schedule your project on our calendar of commissions.
40% Approval Deposit When you give your approval of your art by image through email or visiting our studio.
50% Due Upon Receipt. Shipping is available at your expense.
Work is guaranteed to your satisfaction. If this has not been accomplished and we cannot reach a suitable solution,
your money is refunded excluding the Commitment and Approval deposit and any shipping charges.

Quality





Durable: hand made papers are created with 100% cotton acid free fibers, reinforced with aluminum mesh.
Lightfast acrylic paints.
Easy Care: use a feather duster or vacuum surface with a soft brush attachment.
Lead Time: 4 to 6 wks after we receive your deposit and confirmation of design and colors.
Shipping: Fed-Ex or UPS GROUND unless specified. FREIGHT shipping for oversized packages.

JPDesign creating original hand made paper art since 1987
Jeanne Petrosky · Dennis Guzenski
610∙405∙8574

243 Jefferson Avenue Suite 1 · Pottstown PA 19464-5358

www.JPDesignArt.com
info@JPDesignArt.com
www.facebook.com/JPDesign87

